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ATLANTA, GA – Char-Griller is proud to announce a new addition to its automated charcoal line: 
The Char-Griller AKORN Auto Kamado Charcoal Grill. Expertly combining premium kamado-style 
cooking with digital grilling technology, the AKORN Auto Kamado allows you to sear, grill, 
smoke, roast, and bake easier than ever thanks to the integrated digital controller. 
 
After more than 18 months of development and over 30 years of manufacturing high quality 
charcoal grills, Char-Griller is proud to introduce a digitally controlled kamado grill to market. 
This innovative grill combines the digital technology first introduced in the Char-Griller Gravity 
980 Charcoal grill with the expert engineering of our steel kamado.  
 
Precision temperature control is effortless with the Auto Kamado’s integrated digital controller; 
simply spin the knob to select the desired temperature, adjust the top vent to the setting 
recommended on the controller, and the variable speed fan does the rest, stoking the coals to 
provide the airflow needed to reach the set temperature. 
 
By enabling grillers to combine wood fire and maximum control of the airflow, kamado grills 
deliver ultimate flavor and an unmatched value.  Equipped with the features customers expect 
out of Char-Griller kamados, the Auto Kamado’s triple walled steel construction delivers 
ultimate fuel efficiency and the cast-iron grates provide unmatched seating power and optimal 
flavor. 
 
Kamados are uniquely versatile grills and the Auto Kamado is no exception. This grill can 
achieve temperatures from as low as 225 degrees to over 600 degrees. For indirect cooking, the 
included heat deflector distributes the heat over and around the food on the grates creating 
the ideal cooking environment for smoking, roasting, baking, and more. When you are ready to 
grill, sear, or make pizza, simply remove the deflector, raise the set temperature, and the fan 
does the rest.  
 
A key differentiator for the Auto Kamado is affordable durability. Thanks to the steel 
construction and enamel coated interior of the body, the Auto Kamado was engineered to last 
season after season. Heavy duty, fixed side shelves provide ample food preparation space and 
the large wheels and fixed caster make it easy to move. 
 
With the AKORN Auto Kamado comes new updates to the Bluetooth and wifi-enabled Char-
Griller app. A new look and updated user interface make it easy to set the temperature of the 
grill, monitor the temperature of food, and keep a close eye on the cook without ever opening 
the lid.  
 



The Char-Griller AKORN Auto Kamado is now available online at Lowes.  
 
Auto Kamado Link:  
 
More on the AKORN Auto Kamado             AKORN Auto Kamado FAQs 
 
  


